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Abstract

Compiler-directed cache prefetching has the poten-
tial to hide much of the high memory latency seen by
current and future high-performance processors. How-
ever, prefet thing is not without costs, particularly on
a multiprocessor. Prefetching can negatively affect
bus utilization, overall cache miss rates, memory la-
tencies and data sharing. We simulated the effects of
a particular compiler-directed prefetching algorithm,
running on a bus-based multiprocessor. We showed
that, despite a high memory latency, this architecture
is not very well-suited for prefetching. For several vari-
ations on the architecture, speedups for five parallel
programs were no greater than 39%, and degradations
were as high as 7Y0, when prefet thing was added to the
workload. We examined the sources of cache misses,
in light of several different prefetching strategies, and
pinpointed the causes of the performance changes. In-
validation misses pose a particular problem for current
compiler-directed prefetchers. We applied two tech-
niques that reduced their impact: a special prefetching
heuristic tailored to write-shared data, and restructur-
ing shared data to reduce false sharing, thus allowing
traditional prefetching algorithms to work well.

1 Introduction

Several factors contribute to the increasing need for
processors to tolerate high memory Iatencies, particu-
larly in multiprocessor systems. Certainly the widen-
ing gap in speed between CPU’~ and memory increaee~
memory latencies in uniprocessors and multiproces-
sors alike[8]. But the discrepancy hss an added effect
on memory subsystem contention in multiprocessors,
lengthening the actual latency seen by CPUS, because
of CPU queuing for the interconnect. Second, par-
allel workloads exhibit more interconnect operations,
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caused by data sharing among the processors, result-
ing in more delays and greater memory subsystem con-
tention. Finally, as processors and memory become
more physically distributed, memory latencies neces-
sarily increase.

Software-controlled cache prefetching is a technique
that is designed to make processor speeds more toler-
ant of memory latency. In software-controlled cache
prefetching, the CPU executes a special prefetch in-
struction for data that is to be loaded at some point
in the near future. In the best case, the data ar-
rives at the cache before it is needed by the CPU,
and the CPU sees its load as a hit. Lockup-free
caches[12, 16, 20, 22], which allow the CPU to con-
tinue execution during the prefetch, hide the prefetch
latency from the CPU.

Although the need to make processors tolerant of
high memory latency is much more severe in mul-
tiprocessors than in uniprocessors, most studies of
cache prefetching have concentrated on uniprocessor
architectures [l, 2, 18]. DASH[13] has hardware sup-
port for cache prefetching, but to date they have only
published the results of micro-benchmark through-
put tests. A noteworthy exception is the work by
Mowry and Gupta[17], in which simulations were
driven by three parallel programs, providing analysis
of potential speedups with programmer-directed cache
prefetching. However, the multiprocessor architecture
they examined (sixteen DASH clusters connected by
a high-throughput interconnection network, with only
one processor per cluster) avoids the types of con-
tention and interference we wish to study. As a re-
sult, they did not include the full effects of contention

for a shared bus. We found this effect to be crucial to
prefetching performance for the architectures we stud-
ied. In addition, we provide more detailed analysis of
multiprocessor cache misses, identifying key compo-
nents that affect performance.

In this paper we address the issue of prefetching
in bus-based shared memory multiprocessors. The
goal of our work was to gauge its impact on perfor-
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mance and to pinpoint the factors responsible. Our
experiments simulated parallel workloads on a bus-
based multiprocessor, coupled with a prefetching algo-
rithm that represents the “ideal” for current compiler-
directed prefetching technology, in that it has an “ora-
cle” to predict cache misses (apart from misses caused
by data sharing). We use this to identify architec-
tures and workloads where prefetching improves per-
formance and where performance degrades. These re-
sults give us insight into the particular problems mul-
tiprocessors pose to prefetching and allow us to in-
troduce changes to our prefetching algorithm to solve
them. Although our studies most closely model a bus-
based system, they should extend to other multipro-
cessor architectures for which memory contention is
an issue.

We found that prefetching is a much more complex
issue on a shared memory multiprocessor than on a
uniprocessor, because of the parallel machine’s greater
sensitivity to memory subsystem utilization and data
sharing effects. In an architecture where memory
contention is the primary hindrance to better per-
formance, prefetching often exacerbates the problem
rather than relieving it. In addition, there are clear
limits to how effective it can be in any shared-memory
architecture, if the prefet thing algorithm doesn’t ad-
dress problems caused by data sharing. When data
sharing effects were not taken into account, we saw
maximum speedups that ranged from 1.28 to 1.04 de-
pending on the memory architecture, and a worst-case
speedup (slowdown) of .94. A maximum speedup of
1.39 was achieved when special measures were taken
to increase prefetching effectiveness on shared data,
with a minimum of .95. These results indicate that,
for the range of architectures we studied, the poten-
tial benefits of prefetching are limited, w compared to
results on architectures for which memory contention
was not a problem.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 contains a summary of both documented and
hypothesized disadvantages of prefetching on unipro-
cessors and multiprocessors. Section 3 describes our
methodology and justifies our choice of simulation en-
vironment. Section 4 presents the results. The con-
clusions appear in section 5.

2 The Dangers of Prefetching

Although prefetching has been shown to be effec-
tive for certain applications and architectures, even
on a uniprocessor it can cause a loss in performance
if not done carefully [18]. To understand what makes

prefetching more challenging on a multiprocessor, we
must understand its potential drawbacks, both on
uniprocessor and multiprocessor systems and work-
loads.

Some prefetching costs affect both types of ma-
chines. For example, prefetching increases pressure
on the cache, since the future working set, i.e., data
that is being prefetched, must coexist with the cur-
rent working set. This will cause the total miss ratel
to increase if prefetching introduces conflict misses by
replacing data that is still in use, or if current ac-
cesses cause prefetched data to be replaced before it
is loaded. Also, prefetching results in code expan-
sion from both the prefetch instructions and code for
techniques, such as loop splitting, that are used to im-
plement many prefetching algorithms. The former can
significantly increase execution time[18] and the latter
can increase, though likely minimally, the miss rate of
instruction or unified caches.

Prefetching has additional costs on shared mem-
ory multiprocessors. Prefetching attempts to increase
processor utilization by lowering the CPU miss rate,
usually a win in a uniprocessor. However, the smaller
CPU miss rate is usually achieved at the expense of
the total miss rate, i.e., prefetching typically increases
memory traffic. A bus-based, shared memory multi-
processor is more sensitive to changes in memory traf-
fic than a uniprocessor. In the extreme, a m~emory/bus
bottlenecked multiprocessor can be completely insen-
sitive to CPU throughput, (which varies with CPU hit
rates) and completely sensitive to memory through-
put, (proportional to the total miss rate), lresulting in
a performance degradation for any prefetching algo-
rithm that increases the total miss rate. To each CPU,
this appears as an increase in the access time for CPU
misses, due to high memory subsystem contention; to
the multiprocessor, it, is execution time that increases,
in proportion to the increased demand on the memory
subsystem.

Second, prefetching of shared data items can in-
crease pressure on the entire coherent cache system.
In this case cache misses occur when the future work-

1Because some terminology becomes ambiguous in the pres-
ence of prefet thing, we will use the following terms. Misses (or
total miss rate) refer to both prefetch and non-prefetch accesses
that do not bit in the cache. CPU misses ( CPU miss rate) are

misses on non-prefetch accesses and thus are observed by the
CPU. They occur when (1) data is not prefetched and misses in
the cache, (2) prefetched data overlays data still being accessed,
(3) prefetched data is replaced before it is used and (4) either
prefetched or non-prefetched data is invalidated, Misses due
to the first three causes, i.e., CPU misses excluding invalida-
tion misses, will be referred to as non-sharing misses. Finally,
prefetch misses occur on prefetch accesses only.
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ing set for one processor is in conflict with the cur-
rent working set ofother processors. The phenomenon
manifests itself in an overall increase in invalidation
misses, assuming a write-invalidate coherency proto-
col. The additional misses occur when a prefetched
data item is invalidated by a write in another proces-
sor before it is used, or when data is prefetched in an
exclusive state, causing invalidation misses in other
processors that are still using it. Also, a prefetch in-
struction can prematurely transition a cache line in
another cache from exclusive to shared state, requir-
ing an extra bus operation if that cache line is written.

Last, although not a “danger” of prefetching, we
should note the difficulty of predicting invalidation
misses. Current compiler-directed prefetching al-
gorithms are becoming more effective at predicting
non-sharing misses; however, on many multiprocessor
workloads, the majority of cache misses are caused
by invalidations of (either true or false) shared cache
lines[6]. Predicting invalidation misses so that they
can be accurately prefetched will be more difficult
than predicting other types of misses, due to the non-
deterministic nature of invalidation traffic.

In the next section we discuss the methodology used
to isolate and analyze some of these difficulties.

3 Simulation Environment

Our prefetching studies used trace-driven simula-
tion. Traces were generated from real, coarse-grain
parallel workloads, and prefetch instructions were in-
serted into the traces. We simulated several types of
bus-based multiprocessors, which differ in the extent
to which contention affects memory latency, i.e., we
vary bus speeds. Five prefetching strategies were used
that differ in when, how and how often prefetching is
done. This section details the simulation environment.

3.1 Prefetching Algorithms

Software-directed prefetching schemes either cache
prefetch (which brings data into the data cache clos-
est to the processor) or prefetch data into a sepa-
rate prefet ch buffer. Using a prefetch buffer elim-
inates conflicts with the current working set in the
cache. Although they have been shown to be effective
in uniprocessors[l 1], they are less useful in bus-based
shared memory machines. Prefetch buffers typically
don’t snoop on the bus; therefore, no shared data can
be prefetched, unless it can be guaranteed not to be
written during the interval in which the load might be

executed. For this reason our prefet thing algorithms
are cache-based.

Our baseline prefetching algorithm contains an op-
timized prefetcher for nonshared, i.e., “ uniprocessor”,
data misses (those that only depend on the cache con-
figuration). It is able to very accurately predict non-
sharing cache hits and misses and never prefetches
data that is not used. We emulate this algorithm by
adding prefetch instructions to the address traces af-
ter they are generated on a shared memory multipro-
cessor. The candidates for prefetching are identified
by running each processor’s address stream through a
uniprocessor cache filter and marking the data misses.
The prefetch instructions are then placed in the in-
struction stream some distance ahead of the accesses
that miss. We will refer to the estimated number of
CPU cycles between the prefetch and the actual ac-
cess aa the prefetch distance. Since it is an off-line algo-
rithm, the technique represents the “ideal” for current
prefetching algorithms, i.e., one that prefetches both
scalars and array references, and accurately identifies
leading references (first access to a cache line) and
capacity and conflict misses. Mowry et al. [18] have
shown that compiler algorithms can approximate this
ideal very well already; and zs existing algorithms im-
prove, they will get closer to this ideal.

To tailor the prefetching algorithm for multipro-
cessor activity, the optimistic uniprocessor algorithm
is augmented in one of our prefetching algorithms to
improve the prefetching of write-shared data. Misses
to write-shared data can be the result of both cache
conflicts and invalidations, so it is reasonable to han-
dle write-shared data differently. A technique which
attempts to bring write-shared data into the cache ear-
lier is appropriate when a workload exhibits sequential
sharing, but, if the workload exhibits heavy interpro-
cessor contention, it could be harmful. We introduce
a scheme that prefetches write-shared data more fre-
quently than other data, using a measure of temporal
locality to estimate the likelihood of a shared cache
line having been invalidated (see section 4.1).

The overhead associated with each prefetch in our
simulations is relatively low, a single instruction and
the prefetch access itself, as we continue to assume
the existence of effective and efficient prefetching al-

gorithms.

On a multiprocessor with a write-invalidate cache
coherency protocol, data can be prefetched in either
shared mode (in which case a subsequent write would
require an extra invalidating bus operation) or in ex-
clusive mode (which would cause all other cached
copies of that cache line to be invalidated). We will
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refer to the latter as an ezclusive pre~etch. Our simu-
lations support both types of prefetches, as in [17].

3.2 Workload

The address traces were generated with MPTrace[7]
on a Sequent Symmetry [14], running the following
coarse-grained parallel applications, all written in C
(see Table 1). Topopt[3] performs topological opti-
mization on VLSI circuits using a parallel simulated
annealing algorithm. Pverify[15] determines whether
two boolean circuits are functionally identical. Statis-
tics on the amount of shared data for these programs
can be found in [5]. LocusRoute is a commercial qual-
ity VLSI standard cell router. Mp3d solves a problem
involving particle flow at extremely low density. Wa-
ter evaluates the forces and potentials in a system of
water molecules in liquid state. The latter three are
part of the Stanford SPLASH benchmarks[21].

Restricted by the practical limit on trace lengths
in multiprocessor trace-driven simulations, a balance
must be struck between the desire for large data sets
that don’t fit in the cache and tracing a reasonable
portion of the program. With a very large data struc-
ture, one could easily end up tracing onl y a single loop,
which may or not be indicative of the rest of the pro-
gram. We attempted to solve this by using data sets
and local cache sizes that were both about a single
order of magnitude smaller than might be expected
on current moderately parallel multiprocessors, thus
maintaining a realistic ratio of data set to off-chip
cache size. This ensured that in most cases neither
the critical data structures nor the cache working sets
fit into the cache size simulated. The exception is
Topopt, which is still interesting because of the high
degree of write sharing and the large number of con-
flict misses it exhibits even with the small shared data
set size. We traced approximately 2 million total ref-
erences per processor for each application.

Shared Number of
Program Data Set Data Processes u

~

Table 1: Workload used in experiments

3.3 Multiprocessor Simulations

After the prefetch accesses were added,, the traces
were run through Charlie[4], a multiprocessor cache
simulator, that was modified to handle prefetching and
lockup-free caches. Besides modeling the CPU, cache
and bus hardware at a low level, Charlie carries out
locking and barrier synchronization; therefore, as the
interleaving of accesses from the different processors
is changed by the behavior of the memory subsystem,
Charlie ensures that a legal interleaving is maintained.
So, for instance, processors vie for locks and may not
acquire them in the same order a the tracled run; but
they still will acquire each in some legal order, and
enter the critical sections one processor at a time.

Since we were interested in studying tlhe effect of
prefetching on the bottleneck in low-end shared mem-
ory machines, i.e., the bus, we simulated in detail the
structure in the cache hierarchy that is adj scent to
the bus. We only modeled the data cache, assum-
ing an instruction cache with an insignificantly low
miss rate. These caches are direct mapped, copy-back,
with one per processor. For all of the :~imulations
presented here they are 32 Kbytes, with a 32 byte
block size. Several other configurations were simu-
lated, but those results will not be presented. In many
cases, they deviated from the results presented here
in relatively predictable ways (e.g. with larger caches,
non-sharing misses were reduced, making invalidation
miss effects much more dominant; larger block sizes
increased false sharing and thus the total number of
invalidation misses). Our simulations included both
private and shared data, in order to include the ef-
fects of interference between the two in thle cache.

The cache coherency scheme is the Illinois co-
herency protocol[19]. Its most important feature for
our purposes is that it has a private-clean state for ex-
clusive prefetches. We simulate a 16-deep lprefetch in-
struction buffer, which was sufficiently larg,e to almost
always prevent the processor from stalling l~ecause the
buffer was full. The bus uses a round-robin arbitration
scheme that favors blocking loads over prefetches.

We only consider systems with high memory la-
tency. (Prefetching is less useful and possibly harmful
if there is little latency to hide.) The processors exe-
cute a single cycle per instruction, plus a ~singlecycle
per data access, if both accesses are cache hits. This
is coupled with a memory subsystem latency of 100
cycles. Given this latency we examine a spectrum of
memory architectures from high to low memory uti-
lization. To achieve this, the 100 cycle latency is sep-
arated into two components, one in which there is no
inter-processor contention and one in which all pro-
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cessors vie for a single resource. Different utilizations
of the contended resource are simulated by varying
the percentage of the 100 cycles that is attributed to
the contended portion. Onememory architecture that
fits this model well is a split-transaction bus protocol,
where the system has enough parallelism in the mem-
ory banks/controllers to make the address bus and the
memory access relatively conflict free and the data bus
transfer the bottleneck. What we vary in this partic-
ular application of the model is the percentage of the
total memory latency required for the data bus trans-
fer. However, what we are attempting to model is a
more generic memory architecture with some central
resource that has the potential to saturate. Conse-
quently, we expect that our model will reflect a wider
spectrum of memory architectures.

In the simulations in this paper, the “data transfer”
portion of the memory latency is varied from 4 to 32
cycles out of the total 100 cycles. In the split transac-
tion bus architecture described above, a data transfer
latency of 4 cycles would make the address transmis-
sion and memory lookup 96 cycles; if the processor
cycle speed was 200 MHz, this would model a memory
subsystem with a memory latency of 500 nanoseconds,
and a peak throughput of 1.6 GB/second, while the 32
cycle latency corresponds to a memory throughput of
200 MB/second. The 4-cycle latency corresponds to a
transfer of 64 bits across the bus every CPU cycle.

4 Results

4.1 Prefet thing Strategies

For each memory architecture simulated, we ap-
plied the following prefetching strategies to the traces:

. NP (no prefetching) gives us a basis for gauging
the effect of each of the prefetching strategies. All
execution times are given relative to NP for the
same memory architecture and cache configura-
tion.

● PREF is our most basic prefetching algorithm.
Data that the filter cache (of the same size as the
actual cache) predicts as a miss will be prefetched.
All other algorithms differ in only a single char-
acteristic from PREF. The prefetch dist ante for
PREF is 100 cycles.

● EXCL (exclusive prefetch). In EXCL, if the ex-
pected miss is a write, the line is brought into
the cache in exclusive mode, possibly invalidat-
ing copies in other caches. (In PREF, if the

line is held in other caches, it is prefetched in
a shared state and invalidations occur with the
write. ) If the prefetch hits in the cache, no bus
operation is initiated, even if the cache line is in
the shared state. In sequential sharing, exclusive
prefetching saves a bus operation; however, with
inter-processor contention, an exclusive prefetch
to write-shared data can cause up to twice as
many invalidation misses. With the Illinois pro-
tocol, all cache reads of data that aren’t currently
in another cache enter the private state immedi-
ately, so there is only a difference between PREF
and EXCL when a line is shared among caches.
This scheme does not go as far as identifying a
read miss followed by a write to the same loca-
tion, which would be the one instance where ex-
clusive prefetching would actually require fewer
bus operations than no prefetching.

● LPD (long prefetch distance). In PREF, the
prefetch distance is closely matched to the best-
case memory latency of 100 cycles. Contention
can cause the real lat,ency to be much higher,
however. For this reason, Mowry et al.[18] sug-
gest using a larger prefetch distance to ensure that
the prefetched data has time to arrive. We use a
prefetch distance of 400 for LPD.

. pws (prefetch write-shared data more aggres-

sively). Results for PREF will show that it pro-
vides good coverage of non-sharing misses, but
very poor coverage of invalidation misses, which
in most of our workloads represent a large por-
tion of total misses and the vast majority of
CPU misses. To improve the coverage of these
externally caused and therefore less predictable
misses, we introduce some redundant prefetches
to cache lines known to be write-shared. They
are redundant in the uniprocessor sense, i.e.,
they are issued for data that would reside in the
cache, were it not for invalidations. To emulate
a prefetch algorithm that prefetches write-shared
dat,a that exhibit,s poor temporal locality (un-
der the premise that, the longer a shared cache
line has resided in the cache without being ac-
cessed, the more likely it is to have been invali-
dated), we ran the write-shared data from each
trace through a 16-line associative cache filter to
get a first-order approximation of temporal local-
ity, selecting the misses for prefetching. These
were prefetched in addition t,o all prefetches iden-
tified by PREF. PWS increased the prefetching
overhead substantially (by about a factor of 1.5
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Worlcload/Prefetch Discipline

Figure 1: Total and CPU Miss Rates for the Five Workloads

to 2.5), but increased our coverage of invalidation
misses.

4.2 Analysis of High Level Metrics

Results for a 32 KB cache with a 32-byte cache line
are shown in Figures 1 and 2. The effect of various
prefetching strategies on the miss rates is in Figure 1,
and on execution time in Figure 2. Because accesses
of prefetches still in progress often comprised a large
portion of the CPU miss rate, the Adjusted CPU Miss
Rate does not include them. The data in Figure 1 is for
an 8-cycle data-transfer latency. The only component
of the miss rate that varied significantly across mem-
ory architectures was the prefetch-in-progress misses
(the difference between the CPU miss rate and the ad-
justed CPU miss rate), which rose as the data bus got
slower.

Several observations can be made from these re-
sults. First, CPU miss rates fell significantly for all
prefetching strategies, for example, 37-71% for PREF
(38-77% for adjusted) and 57-80% for PWS (59-94%
adjusted) for the results shown in Figure 1. Because
we use an oracle prefet cher, one might naively ex-
pect even more misses to have been covered. There
are three reasons why this didn’t happen. First,
the prefetch-in-progress misses accounted for a large
part of the CPU miss rate in some cases. Second,
prefetching actually introduces additional cache con-
flict misses. Last, and most importantly, data sharing
among processors produced invalidation misses, which
in most cases are the largest single component of the
CPU miss rate, which our oracle prefetcher doesn’t
predict. (Only PWS attempts to prevent them.) We
will discuss these issues in sections 4.3 and 4.4.

Total miss rates increased, as expected, in all sim-
ulations with prefetching. Previous studies have fo-
cused on CPU miss rates; but for some multiprocessor

systems, tot al miss rate is a more important metric,
indicative of the demand at the bottleneck component
of the machine.

EidE
Topopt NP

PREF
EXCL
LPD
Pws

Mp3d NP
PREF
EXCL
LPD
Pws

Locus NP
PREF
EXCL
LPD
Pws

Pverify NP
PREF
EXCL
LPD
Pws

Water NP
PREF
EXCL
LPD
Pws

I
I cycle

.18

.22

.22

.23

.24

.48

.64

.64

.64

.71

.21

.27

.27

.28

.28

.42

.57

.57

.57

.65

.10

.11

.11

.11

.11

La Transfer Late
cycles 16 cycles

.27 I .45

.34

.34

.35

.36

.65

.83

.83

.84

.90

.33

.42

.42

.43

.43

.63

.81

.82

.83

.91

.14

.16

.16

.16

.16

.56

.56

.59

.59

.90

.99

.99

1.00

1.00

.56

.70

.70

.72

.71

.92

1.00

.99

1.00

1.00

.22

.25

.25

.26

.25

Y
2 cycle!,—

.76

.87

.86

.90

.88,—
1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

.89

.97

.96

.98

.97,—
1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

.38

.43

.43

.45

.43

Table 2: Selected bus utilizations

In Table 2 we see how the miss rates affect data-
bus utilization as the memory architecture is varied.
Bus utilization is the number of cycles the bus was in
use divided by the total cycles of the simulation. Bus
utilization results can be misleading, if not interpreted
correctly. There are two reasons why bus utilization
can increase: one is that the same workload produces
more bus operations; the second is that the same num-
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Figure 2: Execution times (relative to no prefetching) for the five workloads

her of bus operations occur but over a shorter time pe-
riod. So, for instance, bus utilization increased with
prefetching for the 4-cycle Pverify simulation, both be-
cause the total miss rate increased, and because the
execution time was reduced. Results in Table 2 indi-
cate that, for all applications and all levels of bus con-
tention, the bus demand increased with prefetching,
as expected given the total miss rates from Figure 1.

In Figure 2, we see the effects of prefetching on

execution time for the different memory subsystems.

As a consequence of the increased memory load from

prefetching, execution time increased when the bus
was saturated, although not dramatically, because to-
tal miss rates rose by small amounts. Execution time
typically fell when bus loads were lighter, but again,
the performance improvements were not large. There
are two reasons for this. First, prefetching causes

I

m
I I 1 I t

o

and

8 16 24

Data Bus Latency
(c) LocusRoute

each prefetching strategy

32

an increase in memory latency due to increased con-
tention between processors on the bus. In addition,
there is an overhead for prefetching in CPU execu-
tion time, although it, was relatively small in our ex-
periments (no more than 1$% of execution time for

PREF, LPD and EXCL and no more than 2% for
PWS). In summary, the results indicate that the ben-
efits of prefetching in a bus-based multiprocessor are
marginal, except in the case of a very high band-
width memory subsystem. The largest gain in execu-

tion time observed was a 3990 speedup and the largest

degradation was 7%.

In order to gain insight into how much improvement

was actually possible with prefetching, we can look at

the processor utilizations (before prefet,ching). For in-

stance, the average processor utilization for Water was

.82 with the fastest, bus and .81 with the slowest bus.
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(b) Pverify

non-sharing, not pref’d

invalidation, not pref’d

non-sharing, pref’d

invalidation, pref’d

prefetch in progress

(C) Mp3d

Figure3: Sources of CPU Misses in Topopt, Pverifyand Mp3d

Since the best any memory-latency hiding technique saturation and begin degrading with prefetching.
can do is to bring processor utilizationto 1, the best
speedup that could have been achieved for Water is
about 1.2. At the other extreme, the processor uti-
libations for Mp3drangedfrom .39 to .22, soithad
room for a speedup of2.5 with the fast bus and 4.5
with the slow bus, ignoring the overhead of prefetch
instructions. So while, Mp3d had the best speedups,
it fell far short of themaximum potential speedup pos-
sible. For the other workloads, the average processor
utilization for Topopt ranged from .65 to .59, Locus-
Route ranged from .64 to .54, and Pverify from .41 to
.18.

We report much smaller multiprocessor perfor-
mance improvements than Mowry and Gupta[17], par-
ticularly for our lower-throughput memory subsys-
tems. The reasons stem from several differences in
our approaches. First, they eliminated bus contention
from their model by simulating only one processor per
cluster. Second, they began with much higher miss
rates due to their choice of simulated caches (for most
simulations a 4 KB second-level cache of only shared
data). This configuration gave them processor utiliza-
tions in the .11 to .19 range before prefetching. Third,
they used aggressive program-specific, programmer-
directed prefetching techniques, which in some cases
are different than the algorithm we emulate.

It should also be noted that predicting the effec-
tiveness of prefetching for a particular workload is
difficult, because the same workloads achieve both
the largest improvement and the largest degradation,
depending upon the memory subsystem architecture.
This is because applications that put a heavy load on
the memory system will see a larger memory latency
and will benefit more from hiding that latency. Those
same applications, however, are the first to enter bus

4.3 CPU Miss Component Analysis

We were able to better understand the effects of
the different prefetching strategies by analyzing dif-
ferent types of CPU misses. Figure 3 illustrates some
of the miss rate component, results: Topopt, Pverify,
and Mp3d with an 8-cycle data transfer latency.

In this figure, misses fall into the follc)wing cate-
gories. They are either invalidation misses (the tags
mat ch, but the state has been marked invallid) or non-
sharing misses (this is a first use or the data has been
replaced in the cache). A miss of each type was either
prefetched (and disappeared from the cabche before
use) or not prefetched (the miss was not predicted).

The fifth type of miss is prefeich-in-progress, which
means that the prefetch access was presented to the
bus but did not complete by the time the CPU re-
quested the data.

From these results, we observe that for a 32 KB
cache there remain a significant proportion of non-
sharing misses that, are not covered b~y prefetch-
ing, particularly with Topopt. Since our “oracle”
prefetcher perfectly predicts non-sharing mlisses in the
absence of prefetches, those that remain are either
caused by a prefetch access replacing data that is still
being used or a prefetched cache line being replaced

before its use. This implies that, the degree of conflict

between the prefetched data and the current working

set can be significant,. The magnitude of t]his conflict,
however, would likely be reduced by a victilm cache[lO]

or a set-associative cache. The primary result of a re-

duction in the number of conflict misses introduced by

prefetching would be a reduction in the performance

degradations seen in bus saturation.
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Increasing the prefetch distance from 100 to 400
(compare PREF to LPD) successfully eliminates the
majority of prefetch-in-progress misses, but at the
cost of more conflict misses. The earlier the prefetch
is begun, the more likely it is to replace something
still being used between the prefetch and the sub-
sequent load. Also, the longer the prefetched data
sits in the cache before it is used, the more likely
it is to be replaced. The numbers for Topopt in-
dicate that the latter is particularly critical. Trad-
ing prefetch-in-progress misses for conflict misses is
not wise. Prefetch-in-progress misses are the cheapest
type of misses, because the processor only haa to wait
for an access in progress to complete instead of the
entire access time. Even with Mp3d, where LPD only
adds a small number of conflict misses, there is no gain
in execution time. This argues that prefetching algo-
rithms should strive to receive the prefetched data ex-
actly on time. The penalty for being just a few cycles
late is small, because the processor must stall less than
the time of a full access. The penalty for being a few
cycles early is also small, because the chances of losing
the data before its use are slight over that period. Our
results indicate that increasing the prefetch distance
to the point that virtually all prefetches complete does
not pay off in performance. Mowry, et al. [18] also
studied prefetch distance, noting that only one of their
programs degraded with increasing prefetch dist ante,
but they had to restructure four others to eliminate
the conflicts that’ are causing this phenomenon.

Our concern about prefetching exacerbating the
sharing problem (extra invalidation misses aa a re
suit of each cache trying to hold shared cache lines
longer) was for the most part unwarranted. Invali-
dation misses typically go up slightly with prefetch-
ing and somewhat more with exclusive prefetching,
but the change is minimal relative to the other effects
observed. This invalidation miss behavior confirms
that these applications primarily experience sequen-
tial sharing.

Although Topopt shows a slight improvement with
exclusive prefetching, due to a 270 decline in total bus

operations (the result of a 2070 decline in invalidate

bus operations), for the workloads we considered, ex-

clusive prefetching tracks our base strategy (shared

prefetching) extremely closely, both in execution time

and in the lower-level metrics. This is because most of

the leading references to shared lines are not writes. A

compiler might recognize when a read is followed im-

mediately by a write and make more effective use of

the exclusive prefetch feature. Mowry and Gupta[17]

take advantage of this in their programmer-directed

prefetching study.

4.4 Invalidation Misses

The most striking result from Figure 3 is that
the limit to effective prefetching (in fact, the limit
to performance in general) is invalidation misses on
shared data. None of the traditional (uniprocessor-
based) prefetching strategies successfully reduces the
less predictable invalidation misses, which are the
largest component of CPU misses in each of the work-
loads. Notice that the more effectively we prefetch
non-sharing misses, the more invalidation misses be-
come critical to the performance of the application
with prefetching.

With PWS, which prefetches write-shared data dif-
ferently, we have made a first attempt to reduce
these misses. Over the range of bus utilizations (data
transfer latencies) for which prefetching is already vi-
able, significant improvements in execution time were
achieved for some of the workloads, as seen in Fig-
ure 2. The fastest bus (4cycle) results allow us to
see the benefit of the improved prefetching of write-
shared data most clearly in isolation from the memory
contention effects. For that architecture, the speedup
of PWS relative to PREF ranged from 0’% (Water)
to 14% (Pverify, where PREF wss 23% faster than
no prefetching while PWS achieved a 39% speedup
over no prefetching), and CPU miss rates for PWS
were 1l% to 64~0 lower than PREF. One reason for
the consistent reduction in misses by the write-shared
algorithm was that, although PWS increased the num-
ber of prefetches, it did not significantly increase the
number of CPU conflict misses.

n lTotal Invalidatiord Total False n
Workload Miss Rate Sharing Miss Rate

w

Table 3: Total Invalidation and False Sharing
Rates

Miss

Table 3 shows that for most of the benchmarks,

over half of the invalidation misses could be attributed

to false sharing. False sharing occurs when a cache

line is shared between two processor caches, but each

is accessing different, data in it. When one processor

modifies a data location, it causes an invalidation in
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the other’s cache, because cache coherency is main-
tainedon acache block basis. We record afalseshar-
ing miss if an invalidation miss is caused by a write
from another processor to a word in the local cache
line that the local processor has not accessed. Previ-
ous results[23, 6] demonstrate that false sharing goes
up significantly with larger block sizes. In [9], an al-
gorithm is presented for restructuring shared data to
reduce false sharing. While the technique haa promise
for improving overall performance, for the purpose of
this study we are only interested in whether doing so
makes prefetching more viable. Tables 4 and 5 show
the result of some of the prefetching strategies on re-
structured Topopt and Pverify. The other programs
were not improved significantly by the current restruc-
turing algorithm.

Prefetch CPU Total Total Total
Workload Discipline MR MR Inval MR FS MR

-

Table 4: Miss rates for data transfer latency of 8 cycles
for restructured programs

The results are dramatic for Topopt. Restructuring
eliminated almost all false sharing misses, and also
improved data locality to the point that many of the
non-sharing misses also disappeared (the invalidation
miss rate was cut by a factor of 6, and the non-sharing
portion of the miss rate was halved). In Pverify, by
contrast, virtually all of the improvement came from
the reduction in false sharing misses (in fact, while the
invalidation miss rate was reduced by a factor of four,
the non-sharing miss rate went up slightly).

Before transformation, Topopt showed little im-

provement with prefetching due to high bus utiliza-
tion and cache conflicts caused by the prefetching.
After transformation, the cache behavior of Topopt
improved to the point that there is little opportunity
for further benefits with prefetching. In fact, processor
utilization rose to .77-.80 for the restructured Topopt.

With both invalidation misses and load on the bus
reduced, Pverify saw a greater benefit from prefetch-
ing until the bus again became saturated. The re-
sult of the reduction in invalidation misses is that the
performance of the simplest prefetching algorithm ap-
proached that of the strategy tailored to write-shared

Table 5: Relative Execution Times for Restructured
Programs

data. In fact, this was true for both applications, de-
spite seeing very different results from restructuring.

5 Summary and Conclusions

The benefits of prefetching are well dc)cumented.
Results have shown that on several architectures the
speedups achieved with prefetching can be quite large.
In those cases, the potential costs of prefetching are
more than overcome by the benefits. In an architec-
ture that is not so conducive to prefetching, however,
the balance of the costs and benefits needs to be more
carefully understood.

We have shown that in a multiprocessor system

with limited memory bandwidth, prefetching algo-

rithms are not guaranteed to improve performance,

even if they successfully reduce the CPU-observed
miss rate. Our results indicate that for a, variety of
applications, simulated on even a fast bus-based mul-
tiprocessor, the benefits of prefetching are not large.
When an application has good cache behavior (low
miss rates), there is little to be gained from prefetch-

ing; when it has poor cache behavior, the bus may
not have the bandwidth available to make prefetching
transparent to the CPU.

Sharing traffic (invalidation misses) represents the
biggest challenge to designers and users of parallel ma-
chine memories, particularly as caches get larger and
invalidation misses dominate parallel performance.
We have shown that there is potential that spe-
cial prefetching algorithms for write-shared data can
lessen the impact of invalidation misses. When write-
shared data is restructured to reduce false sharing,
uniprocessor-oriented prefetching algorithms can also
work well, approaching the performance of their write-

shared data counterparts.
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